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We analyze the echo dynamics in quasi-one-dimensional random media to investigate how the transition
from localization to delocalization is encoded in its temporal decay properties. Our analysis extends from the
standard perturbative regime corresponding to small perturbations (with respect to the mean level spacing)
in the echo dynamics, out to the Wigner decay regime. On the theoretical side, our results rely on a banded
random matrix modeling, and show in the localized regime under small perturbations a novel decay of the fidelity
(Loschmidt echo), differing from the typical Gaussian decay seen within both diffusive and chaotic systems. For
larger perturbation strengths, typical Wigner exponential decays are observed. Scattering echo measurements
are performed experimentally within a quasi-1D microwave cavity randomly populated with point-like scatterers.
Agreements are observed between experiments, numerics, and theoretical predictions.
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1. Introduction

In both pure physics and real-world engineering, wave
propagation captivates us. Such propagation becomes
especially interesting in the presence of complex random
media, where multiple scattering events produce interest-
ing interference phenomena. One such phenomenon that
has drawn considerable attention over the years is An-
derson localization, originally proposed in the framework
of electron transport. Specifically, 50 years ago in the
seminal work of Anderson [1, 2], it was found that the
classical (diffusive) picture was wrong, which assumed
that the electrons perform random walks, yielding sur-
vival probability decays ∼ 1/

√
t and Ohmic conductance

of G ∼ 1/L, where L is the system length (wire length).
Due to wave interferences, a total halt of electronic prop-
agation is found instead — leading to a converging non-
-zero return probability ∼ 1/l∞ and to an exponential
decay of the conductance G ∼ exp(−L/l∞), where l∞ is
the so-called localization length.

Despite the enormous research efforts by various
groups in measuring Anderson localization, it took nearly
40 years to observe localization phenomena beyond any
doubt. A decisive step towards this direction was done
by optics and microwave experiments, which allow a de-
tailed study of Anderson localization, undisturbed by
interactions or other effects which characterize electron
propagations [3, 4]. First experiments showing photon
localization [5] had the problem of separating localiza-
tion from absorption, which can be another source of ex-
ponential decay of a propagating electromagnetic wave.
A solution to this problem was given by Chabanov et
al. in Ref. [6], where they proposed to study the rela-
tive size of fluctuations of certain transmission quantities.
They found clear evidence of localization in a quasi-one-
-dimensional (quasi-1D) microwave waveguide with ran-

domly distributed dielectric or metallic spheres [6] (see
also Fig. 2).

This powerful approach however does not allow a
transport view from dynamical perspectives, nor does
it make direct contact with the original ideas of An-
derson theory, which suggested probing localization by
means of small perturbations [7]. Such a possible probe
is the Loschmidt echo (LE), or fidelity (for a review,
see Ref. [8]). Literature on fidelity is widespread, rang-
ing from atomic physics [9], microwaves [10], elastic
waves [11], to quantum information [12] and quantum
chaos [13–19]. The fidelity, Fλ(t), is formally defined [10]
as

Fλ(t) ≡ |fλ(t)|2 =
∣∣∣〈ψ0| e iH0t/~ e− iHλt/~ |ψ0〉

∣∣∣
2

, (1)

where fλ(t) is the fidelity amplitude, Hλ = H0 + λV is
a single parameter Hamiltonian family, H0 is the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian, λV is the perturbation of strength
λ where 〈|Vnm|2〉 = 1, and |ψ0〉 is an initial state.

The fidelity in the form of Eq. (1) is hardly accessible
experimentally. Therefore, the notion of scattering fi-
delity was introduced [10] as an experimental alternative
to Eq. (1). The scattering fidelity coincides in the case
of weak coupling for chaotic systems with the standard
definition of fidelity [10, 20].

The scattering fidelity amplitude is defined as
fλ

ab(t) =
〈
Sλ∗

ab (t)S0
ab(t)

〉
/√〈∣∣Sλ

ab(t)
∣∣2

〉〈
|S0

ab(t)|
2
〉

, (2)

where Sab(t) is one component of the scattering matrix
in the time domain, while the indices a and b refer to the
antennae involved. The averages are done over disorder
realizations. In microwave studies the Sab are directly

(756)
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accessible from transmission (a 6= b) or reflection (a = b)
measurements in the frequency domain. The correspond-
ing quantities in the time domain are then obtained by
Fourier transforms. The superindices λ, 0 indicate scat-
tering matrix elements corresponding to the perturbed
and unperturbed system, respectively. It is important
to point out that the denominator in Eq. (2) renormal-
izes the fidelity decay due to absorption, thus allowing
us to trace out localization phenomena [10]. This idea
addresses absorption in a similar fashion as Ref. [6].

The structure of the paper is as follows: in the next
section we discuss the experimental setup and present
statistical measures to quantify (in terms of localization)
the various frequency regimes. In the third section, we
discuss the random matrix theory (RMT) modeling used
to describe diffusive and localized quasi-one-dimensional
samples. The temporal behavior of the fidelity decay in
the diffusive and localized regime for various perturba-
tion strengths is derived in the fourth section. In the fifth
section, we compare our experimental results for the scat-
tering fidelity with the theoretical findings. Our conclu-
sions are finally given within the last section. Part of our
results have been published in a recent short paper [21].

2. Experimental setup and characterization
of the sample

Figure 1 is a photograph of the microwave cavity that
was used in our experiments for the scattering fidelity. It
is a brass rectangular waveguide with brass bars at two
ends closing the waveguide, with dimensions of 8 mm
height, 10 cm width, and 100 cm long. One of the
short wall-lengths is allowed to move, and a shift in the
wall acts as a global perturbation. The cavity is ran-
domly filled with 186 brass cylinders with radius 5 mm.
Microwave TE modes excited in the cavity are trans-
verse. The wavelengths are such that the cylinders can
be viewed as point scatterers. In the studied frequency
range, only TEn,0 modes can be excited, so the cavity can
be considered as quasi-one-dimensional. Two microwave
antennae are coupled into the cavity, one close to the
perturbing short wall and the other deep within the scat-
tering bulk. The antennae are connected to an Agilent
8720ES VNA, which sends out microwaves in the fre-
quency range of 3–12 GHz at a 100 kHz resolution. The
VNA then measures the S-matrix elements Sab(E) which
are recorded. The perturbation is applied via a position
shift of the moveable wall, in increments of δw = 0.2 mm,
up to a maximum wall shift of w = 18.0 mm. The per-
turbed S-matrix elements are also recorded, and for a
given perturbation the scattering fidelity is calculated
using Eq. (2). An ensemble average over 15 different
realizations of scatterer positions was then performed.

In order to address localization in absorptive sys-
tems, the relative size of transmissive fluctuations was
used in Ref. [6] to find signatures of localization within
a quasi-1D microwave waveguide with randomly dis-
tributed dielectric or metallic spheres. The relative size

Fig. 1. Photograph of the experimental microwave
cavity filled with random scatterers. The top plate of
the cavity can be seen at the right side, rotated by 180◦.
The point scatterers can be seen as small brass cylin-
ders, randomly arranged inside the cavity. The bottom
short wall is moveable and acts as a global perturbation.

of the transmissive fluctuations is captured by the vari-
ance σ2

T̃
of the mean normalized transmission intensity

[6] defined as

T̃ = |S21|2
/〈

|S21|2
〉

. (3)

Since our experiment does not probe the total transmis-
sion but just one component of the scattering matrix,
we expect localization whenever σ2

T̃
exceeds the critical

value of 7/3 [6]. We find (see Fig. 2) that this condition
is satisfied approximately in the frequency window from
5.5 to 9.0 GHz. Above 9 GHz the waveguide modes are
delocalized, while below 5.5 GHz the values of the vari-
ances are error prone, as |S21|2 decays below the noise
level of the vector network analyzer (|S21|2 < 10−6). In
the delocalized regime random matrix theory predictions
are applicable [22], yielding a value of

σ2
T̃
≈ (2Nc + 1)2

N(2Nc + 3)
− 1, (4)

where Nc is the number of open channels. In the limit
Nc À 1, the variance approaches the value σ2

T̃
≈ 1, in

agreement with our experimental data for the high fre-
quency regime. We shall henceforth limit our calcula-
tions to two windows; a “localized frequency window”
of 6.0–7.5 GHz (Nc = 4) which is highlighted in darker
grey within Fig. 2, and a “diffusive frequency window” of
10.5–12.0 GHz (Nc = 7), highlighted in lighter grey.
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Fig. 2. Average variance of the normalized transmission, σ2
T̃
, as a function of microwave frequency. The horizontal line

denotes the theoretical threshold of 7/3. Frequencies with an average variance above this threshold are localized, while
those below are diffusive. The vertical dotted lines correspond to frequencies at which a new mode is opened within
the system. A localized frequency window is observed for frequencies in 6.0–7.5 GHz (highlighted in darker grey), and
a diffusive window is observed for frequencies in 10.5–12.0 GHz (highlighted in lighter grey).

From transmission fluctuations, the normalized trans-
mission should follow Rayleigh-like distributions in the
diffusive frequency window, and then broaden out to log-
-normal distribution behavior in the localized frequency
window [2, 23, 6]. The log–normal distribution is defined
as

P (T̃ ) ∼ exp


−

(ln(T̃ )−
〈
ln(T̃ )

〉
)2

2σ2
T̃


 . (5)

The experimental distribution is presented (solid line) in
Fig. 3, compared with the best fit to Eq. (5) of the peak
region (dashed line). An agreement is seen, and therefore
we are confident that the microwaves in the frequency
regime 6.0–7.5 GHz are localized.

3. Modeling localization via random
matrix theory

A way to model quasi-1D disordered systems of size N
with b propagating channels is provided by random ma-
trix theory modeling. In the early 90’s, it was shown [24]
that banded random matrices (BRM) can be mapped
exactly to the 1D non-linear σ model, which is the ap-
propriate field theoretical model describing quasi-1D dis-
ordered systems. Within BRM, elements are drawn from
a Gaussian sequence that is subject to a zero mean, but
a variance of

〈
|Hnm|2

〉
=

{
1 + δnm, |n−m| ≤ b,

0, |n−m| > b.
(6)

The limiting case of b = N/2 corresponds to the stan-
dard Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE), which de-
scribes chaotic systems. The other limit of b = 1 cor-
responds to a 1D Anderson tight-binding model, which

Fig. 3. Distribution of the normalized transmissions
within the localized frequency window (6.0–7.5 GHz).
The solid line is the actual transmission distribution
from the experiment, while the dashed line is a best
fit to the log-normal distribution of Eq. (5). The fit
parameter σ2

T̃
is calculated as 3.37, which is above the

threshold value of 7/3.

is known to have exponentially localized wave functions
as solutions. For any intermediate value of b, the local-
ization properties of the eigenfunctions were investigated
both analytically [25] and numerically [26]. It was specif-
ically found that for a finite N -dimensional sample with
b < N , the localization properties of the wave functions
scale with the parameter Λ = b2/N : for Λ ¿ 1, the BRM
eigenvectors show an average exponential decay around
some central site (localized), while in the opposite limit
of Λ À 1, the BRM eigenvectors are extended through-
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out the sample (diffusive). Past analysis was performed
by studying scaling properties of various moments of the
eigenvectors, the most popular being the inverse partici-
pation number (IPN), defined in its discrete version as

P2 =
N∑

n=1

|ψn|4 , (7)

where ψn is the eigenfunction amplitude at site n. The
IPN behaves as ∼ N−1 for the diffusive case, and ∼ l−1

∞
for the localized case. In the case of BRM matrices, it
was found that the localization length is given by

l∞(E) =
2
3
π2ρ2(E)b2, (8)

where ρ(E) is the density of states, given as

ρ(E) =

{
1

4πbv2 (8bv2 − E2)1/2, |E| ≤ R0 = v
√

8b,

0, |E| > R0.
(9)

Here the free parameter v is defined by the variance of the
off-diagonal elements, v2 =

〈
H2

nm

〉
, and is irrelevant to

the statistical properties of the spectra. It also does not
influence the structure of eigenstates. For b = N/2 the
above expression, Eq. (9), recovers the Wigner semicircle
law which is well known within conventional RMT.

4. Theory of the fidelity decay

4.1. Diffusive regime

For a comparison we recapitulate the results known for
chaotic systems, which are valid in the experiments for
the high frequency limit. The fidelity is evaluated us-
ing a RMT modeling for H0 and V within Eq. (1). In
the case of conventional RMT models, the fidelity was
found [8, 10] to be

Fλ(t) ' e−λ2C(t);

C(t) ≡ t2 + t−
∫ t

0

dτ

∫ τ

0

dτ ′b2(τ ′), (10)

where b2 is the two-point form factor for the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble [16] given by

b2(τ) = 1–2τ + τ ln(2τ + 1) + Θ(τ − 1)[2(τ − 1)

−τ ln(2τ − 1)], (11)
in which Θ(t) is the Heaviside function. Since in the
diffusive regime Λ À 1, the form factor b2 can be ap-
proximated nicely by RMT predictions, we expect that
Eq. (10) will describe the temporal behavior of fidelity in
the diffusive regime. For small perturbations λ ¿ 1, this
can be approximated as a Gaussian

Fλ(t) ∼ exp
(−(λt)2

)
. (12)

At larger perturbations and for times t < tH, the decay
is exponential,

Fλ(t) ∼ exp(−λ2t). (13)

4.2. Localized regime

Now we investigate the behavior of the fidelity in the
localized regime (Λ ¿ 1). Here H0 and V are modeled

with BRMs with a bandwidth b ≤ √
N . Let us define the

following set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated
with H0 and Hλ:

H0

∣∣∣n(0)
〉

= E0
n

∣∣∣n(0)
〉

; Hλ

∣∣mλ
〉

= Eλ
m

∣∣mλ
〉
. (14)

The fidelity amplitude in Eq. (1) can then be rewritten
as

fλ(t) =
∑

n,m,k

c∗nckT ∗mkTnm exp(iωmnt), (15)

where the kernel Tnm =
〈
n(0)|mλ

〉
is the amplitude of

the so-called local density of states (LDoS) and ωmn =
(Eλ

m −E
(0)
n )/~. The initial state expansion coefficient in

the unperturbed basis is given by ck =
〈
ψ0|k(0)

〉
. Taking

a disorder ensemble average yields
〈
fλ(t)

〉
=

〈 ∑

n,m,k

c∗nckT ∗mkTnm exp(iωmnt)

〉

≈
∑

n,m,k

〈c∗nck〉 〈T ∗mkTnm〉 〈exp(iωmnt)〉 , (16)

in which the above distributive property of the aver-
age comes from a RMT conjecture that eigenstates and
eigenenergies are statistically independent. Firstly, the
expansion coefficients are

c∗nck =
〈
ψ0|n(0)

〉〈
k(0)|ψ0

〉
=

(∑

i

ψ0,in
(0)
i

)

×

∑

j

ψ0,jk
(0)
j


 =

∑

i,j

ψ0,iψ0,jn
(0)
i k

(0)
j . (17)

Under the ensemble average, we get

〈c∗nck〉 ≈
∑

i,j

〈ψ0,iψ0,j〉
〈
n

(0)
i k

(0)
j

〉
, (18)

where ψ0,i is the i-th component of the initial wave func-
tion in a Wannier basis, and n

(0)
j is the j-th component

of the n-th eigenstate of H0, in the Wannier basis. As-
suming that the eigenstates of H0 are exponentially lo-
calized (Anderson localization), the average overlap be-
tween the localized states is fairly negligible, unless the
two eigenstates are either (a) the same eigenstate (i = j),
or (b) have their localized peak within the localization
length of another eigenstate. This yields for the second
average〈

n
(0)
i k

(0)
j

〉
= δn,kδi,j l

−1
∞ δ(i ≤ l∞). (19)

Placing this back into the expansion coefficient average
contracts the sum as

〈c∗nck〉 ≈
∑

i,j

〈ψ0,iψ0,j〉 δn,kδi,j l
−1
∞ δ(i ≤ l∞)

≈ δn,k

l∞

∑

j≤l∞

|ψ0,j |2 ≈ σδn,k, (20)

where in the last step we use the notation σ =
l−1
∞

∑
j≤l∞ |ψ0,j |2. We substitute this result back into

the average fidelity amplitude, to eventually get〈
fλ(t)

〉 ≈ σ
∑

n,m,k

δn,k 〈T ∗mkTnm exp(iωmnt)〉 ,
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s ≈ σ
∑
n,m

〈Pnm〉 〈exp(iωmnt)〉 , (21)

where Pnm = |Tmn|2 is the LDoS kernel. The fidelity
amplitude then reads〈

fλ(t)
〉 ≈

∑
n,m

〈Pnm〉 exp(i 〈ωmn〉 t). (22)

We shall now evaluate Eq. (22) for two different pertur-
bation regimes.

4.2.1. Localized regime with small perturbation

For small perturbations (λ ¿ ∆/σ), the LDoS ker-
nel ought to be delta-like; the only levels that mix are
separated within the mean level spacing. Numerically,
we calculate the LDoS kernel for Λ = 0.1, λ = 0.001,
and compare to its first-order perturbative approxima-
tion (FOPT) [27–29], which reads

Pnm ≈




1, n = m,
λ2|Vnm|2∣∣E(0)
n −E

(0)
m

∣∣2 , n 6= m. (23)

This comparison is shown in Fig. 4. The numeric LDoS

Fig. 4. LDoS kernel Pnm for Λ = 0.1, λ = 0.001 (stan-
dard perturbative regime). The black line is the nu-
merical LDoS kernel, while the grey line is the FOPT
approximation. The mean level spacing is ∆ ≈ 1.

is shown in black, and the FOPT approximation is shown
in grey — a good match is seen between the two. The
mean level spacing is ∆ ≈ 1. For such small pertur-
bations, numerics thus follow the expectation that the
LDoS is delta-like. Approximating the LDoS kernel by
a delta function then contracts across m in Eq. (22) to
yield

f(τ = t/~) ≈
∑

n

〈
exp

(
i(Eλ

n − E(0)
n )τ

)〉

≈
∑

n

exp(iλνnτ), (24)

in which we have used νn = (Eλ
n−E

(0)
n )/λ, the definition

of the level velocity. Turning the sum into a weighted
integral over level velocities one gets

Fig. 5. The numerical fidelity from Eq. (15) for λ =
0.001 (standard perturbative regime) for the localiza-
tion parameter Λ = 0.0018 ¿ 1. The numerical results
are the dots, the solid line is a best fit to Eq. (27), and
the dashed line is the best fit to Eq. (10). A better fit
is observed for Eq. (27). Inset: The variance parameter
σν is extracted from the fitting parameter α for differ-
ent localization parameters, and plotted against

√
P2,

calculated directly from the eigenstates. The linear re-
lation σν ∼

√
P2 for localized eigenstates is verified, as

the straight line is a best linear fit.

f(τ̃ = λτ) ≈
∫ ∞

0

P (ν)dν exp (iντ̃) , (25)

in which the fidelity is the Fourier transform over the
level velocity probability distribution function (LVPDF),
P (ν). The LVPDF has been studied thoroughly using
both RMT [30] and field-theoretical techniques [31]. In
the case of a BRM the LVPDF was found [30] to be

P (η) =
π

6

coth
[

πη√
6

]
−√6

sinh2
[

πη√
6

] , (26)

where η = ν/σν is the variance-rescaled level velocity.
Furthermore, it was shown [30] that the variance of the
level velocity within the localized limit is equivalent to
the root of the IPN and the bandwidth, σν =

√
P2 = b−1.

Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (26) then yields the
following result for the fidelity amplitude, in which all
rescaling variables are contained in α:

f(t) = (αt)2 csch (αt) , α = λ
√

1.5P2. (27)
This has to be seen in contrast to Eq. (12) for the diffu-
sive regime.

To verify these analytical results, we calculate the fi-
delity numerically, and fit to two Eqs. (10) and (27).
The results for a typical localization parameter Λ ¿ 1
is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that the novel decay of
Eq. (27) better fits the numerical data than the full band
(GOE) Gaussian decay of Eq. (10). For multiple such
fits, the fitting parameter α is extracted, and compared
to the

√
P2 found directly from the eigenstates of Hλ.

Within the inset, we verify the
√

P2-dependence of the
fit parameter α, suggesting Eq. (27) as the model to use
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for the fidelity of localized modes in the standard pertur-
bative regime.
4.2.2. Localized regime with moderate perturbation

Now we investigate the Wigner Lorentzian regime,
where the perturbation strength λ is moderate and en-
ergy levels mix beyond the mean level spacing, i.e. ∆/σ <

λ <
√

b∆/σ. Infinite order perturbation theory yields a
LDoS kernel of the form [28]:

Pnm ≈ λ2 |Vnm|2
γ2 +

∣∣E(0)
n − E

(0)
m

∣∣2 (28)

consisting of a non-perturbative core region of width γ
greater than the mean level spacing, γ À ∆. In Fig. 6
we present a numerical result for the LDoS kernel corre-
sponding to the BRM model with the localization param-
eter Λ = 0.1 and for a value of the perturbation param-
eter λ = 0.1. A nice agreement with a Lorentzian form
of Eq. (28) can be seen. We next substitute a Lorentzian

Fig. 6. LDoS kernel Pnm for Λ = 0.1, λ = 0.1 (Wigner
regime). The black line is the numerical LDoS kernel,
while the grey line is the theoretical result of Eq. (28).
Both are Lorentzian curves of width γ, found from nor-
malization of the curves. The mean level spacing is
∆ ≈ 1.

LDoS kernel within the localized mode result of Eq. (22)
which in turn, gives for the fidelity〈

fλ(τ̃ = t/tH)
〉 ∼ exp (−γτ̃) , (29)

where τ̃ = ∆t/~ = t/tH. Therefore within the Wigner
regime, fidelity of localized modes is expected to dis-
play exponential decays similar to those seen for diffu-
sive modes (see Eq. (13)). As a verification of this, the
Lorentzian width should scale as γ ∼ λ2. In Fig. 7, we
report (see solid line) our simulations for the fidelity de-
cay. The dashed line in the main portion of Fig. 7 is a
best fit of the numerical fidelity to the exponential result
of Eq. (29). Within the inset, we numerically verify the
Lorentzian width scales as γ ∼ λ2 for localized modes,
as shown by the dash-dotted line. The single dot cor-
responds to the perturbation strength used in the main
figure.

Fig. 7. The numerical fidelity from Eq. (15) for λ = 0.1
(Wigner regime) is plotted for a localization parameter
of Λ = 0.1 (solid line). The dashed line is a best fit to
Eq. (29). The fit is offset slightly to the left of its range
for clarity. Within the inset, we numerically verify the
relation γ ∼ λ2 for the Wigner regime at localization.
The dashed line shows the boundary between standard
perturbative andWigner regimes, at which point γ ∼ ∆.
The dash-dotted line shows the γ ∼ λ2 dependence. The
single dot shows the value of γ for the decay seen in the
main figure.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Diffusive regime

Perturbations are geometric in nature (changing cav-
ity length), so we can geometrically construct the matrix
element of the perturbation as [27, 32, 10, 33]

(H1)nm = w

∫ L

0

dy∇⊥ψn(y) · ∇⊥ψm(y). (30)

Since λ2 =
〈
(H1)2nm

〉
, we can now use a Berry conjecture

of random plane wave superposition. Close to a straight
boundary wall with Dirichlet conditions, the correlations
that result in taking an average over the above matrix
are Bessel in nature. Integration of the Bessel [10] corre-
lations yields

λ2 =
〈
(H1)2nm

〉
=

4k2w2L

A2

8
3π

. (31)

Wave function correlations approximated as the Bessel
functions are ultimately semiclassical in nature, there-
fore the approximation for λ above works very well for
high wave numbers. For ∆ ∼ 1, the area can be set to
A = 4π to yield

λ2 =
2L

3π3
k3w2 =

16L

3c3
ν3w2. (32)

It is important to note then that from the above re-
sult, we have an expected scaling relation of λ ∼ w for
chaotic cavities [10]. Within the diffusive frequency win-
dow (10.5–12.0 GHz) the same relation holds, i.e. λ ∼ w.
In performing the calculation, we look at the fidelity re-
sulting from the bulk antenna reflections, S22(E). The
main purpose for this rests in the simple fact that the
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other antenna is too close to the shifting wall — the per-
turbation appears locally to this antenna — therefore
the strength is much stronger, resulting in an extremely
fast fidelity decay for S11(E). In Fig. 8, we present one
such respective scattering fidelity decay, for S22(E). The

Fig. 8. A typical fidelity decay in the diffusive fre-
quency window of 10.5–12 GHz. The dimensionless
wallshift is w/δw = 2. The solid line is a best fit of
the data to Eq. (10). The resulting fit parameter λ is
compared against w/δw in Fig. 9 in order to verify the
scaling of Eq. (32).

Fig. 9. Within the diffusive frequency window, the
scaling of the free-fit parameter λ of Eq. (10) with the
dimensionless wallshift w/δw. The dots represent the
extracted data. The solid line is the best fit to a power
law relation λ ∼ wη. A power of η = 1.0±0.05 is found,
confirming the validity of Eq. (10).

points represent the actual scattering fidelity, while the
solid line is the best fit of the numerical data to the tra-
ditional RMT behavior of Eq. (10), where λ is the fitting
parameter. All fitting was done in the standard perturba-
tive regime for t < tH. We then perform this fitting pro-
cedure for a variety of wallshifts w, with the end purpose
to compare the free fitting parameter λ to the wallshift
w. This is seen in Fig. 9, in which a scaling relation of
λ ∼ wη is shown. A power law of η ∼ 1.0±0.05 is found,

confirming our expectation for diffusive cavities, namely
λ ∼ w. It is very important to note that the scaling of
the free-fit parameters with the wallshift is what verifies
whether the outcome of RMT, Eq.(10), for the fidelity
decay is applicable in the diffusive frequency window.

5.2. Localized regime with small perturbation

Within the standard perturbative regime, the theoret-
ical fidelity behavior in the localized frequency window
(6.0–7.5 GHz) is the novel given by Eq. (27). Within
this equation, we will treat α ∼ √

P2w as the free-fitting
parameter, to give a scaling expectation of α ∼ w. In
addition to fitting the experimental data of scattering
fidelity in the localized frequency window to our novel
decay prediction of Eq. (27), we also fit the experimental
decay to the traditional RMT decay of Eq. (10) with λ
as a free-fit parameter; in a similar fashion to what was
done in the previous theoretical/numerical section (see
Fig. 5). A representative experimental fidelity curve and
the fits are shown in Fig. 10. The data points represent
experimental data, the solid line is the best fit to the
novel decay behavior of Eq. (27) while the dashed line is
the best fit to the traditional RMT decay of Eq. (10).

Fig. 10. A typical fidelity decay for the standard per-
turbative regime in a localized frequency window. The
points are the experimental data. The solid line repre-
sents a best fit to the novel decay behavior of Eq. (27),
while the dashed line represents a best fit to the tradi-
tional RMT decay behavior of Eq. (10). A better fit to
the novel behavior of Eq. (27) is observed.

The result is seen by eye – within the localized fre-
quency window, the novel decay of Eq. (27) fits better
than the traditional RMT decay of Eq. (10). This can
further be quantified in the scaling of the free-fit parame-
ters. Whichever free-fit parameter (α for the novel decay
and λ for the traditional RMT decay) best scales as ∼ w
ultimately tells which model performs best. The scaling
analysis is performed in Fig. 11, in which the free-fit pa-
rameters are plotted against the dimensionless wallshift,
w/δw, and then fit to a power law of α, λ ∼ wη. Within
the figure the squares correspond to α and the dots corre-
spond to λ. For the novel behavior of Eq. (27), a scaling
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Fig. 11. Scaling analysis of the fitting parameters
within the localized frequency window. The squares
denote the α parameter from Eq. (27) while the dots
denote the λ parameter from Eq. (10). The straight
lines indicate a power law fit to α, λ ∼ wη. The α then
scale properly as η = 0.92±0.05, suggesting Eq. (27) as
the correct fit. The failure of the λ parameter to scale
as λ ∼ w (scales as η = 1.9 ± 0.05) additionally shows
Eq. (27) as the better description of fidelity decay in
localized scattering systems.

of η = 0.92 ± 0.05 was obtained. For the case of a fit
to traditional RMT, Eq. (10), a scaling of η = 1.9± 0.05
was obtained. Since the novel behavior gave a better scal-
ing (η ∼ 1), it is indeed the proper model to use within
the localized frequency window. To close this regime,
an emphasis on the relation α ∼ w

√
P2 cannot be over-

stated; this relation dictates the slope of the straight line
in Fig. 11, and may therefore be used to extract out the
inverse participation number in the event of a localized
mode.

5.3. Localized regime with moderate perturbation

Within the Wigner regime, the fidelity for the local-
ized frequency window was found to have a theoreti-
cal expectation of Eq. (29), similar to the decay in
chaotic/diffusive systems. The crossover between the
standard perturbative and Wigner regimes was observed
by eye where the fidelity decay of Eq. (27) began fail-
ing to capture the decay behavior, typically occurring at
wallshifts with the chaotic perturbation strength, given
by Eq. (32), of λ ≈ 1. The decay rate of γ was extracted
by fitting the region 0.3 < t/tH < 1 to the exponen-
tial decay of Eq. (29). A typical fidelity decay in this
regime is shown in Fig. 12, in which the points are the
experimental data. The solid line is the exponential fit
of Eq. (29) within the aforementioned region. The fit-
ting is performed for several different wallshifts, and the
free-fit parameter γ is then plotted against the dimen-
sionless wallshift (w/δw) in Fig. 13. A power law scaling
of γ ∼ wη is then extracted, and a power of η = 2.3±0.05
is found. As opposed to α, λ in the standard perturbative
regime, the theoretical scaling expectation in the Wigner

Fig. 12. A typical fidelity decay for the Wigner regime
in a localized frequency window. The points are the
experimental data. The solid line represents a best fit
of the region 0.3 < t/tH < 1 to the exponential decay of
Eq. (29), which captures the decay behavior nicely.

Fig. 13. Scaling analysis of the exponential fitting pa-
rameter γ from Eq. (29), for localized fidelity in the
Wigner regime. The dots denote the γ parameter. The
straight line indicates a power law fit to γ ∼ wη, with
a power of η = 2.3± 0.05. The experimental data then
captures the correct scaling of ∼ w2.

regime was found to be γ ∼ w2. Therefore, we also cap-
ture the correct decay behavior within the localized fre-
quency window for the Wigner regime.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, using echo dynamics, we were able to iso-
late absorption phenomena and identify unambiguously
traces of localization in random media. Our theoretical
calculations, based on an RMT modeling, indicated that
the inverse participation ratio of localized modes dictates
the fidelity behavior. Therefore a novel decay law in the
standard perturbative regime is predicted. The novel de-
cay could be verified experimentally and it can be used
as a reliable to discriminate between localized and dif-
fusive regimes in the presence of absorption. Stronger
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perturbations within the Wigner regime see the fidelity
of localized modes behaving in an exponential decay sim-
ilar to diffusive modes.
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